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Editorial 

Today, electronic Document Management Systems are an excellent means to speed up 

working with paper documents. On the one hand there are now efficient document scanners 

available to digitalise paper documents quickly and cost-effectively, on the other hand 

databases and OCR techniques have become so sophisticated to make quick processing of 

digital documents possible without requiring expensive specialised hardware. bitfarm-Archiv 

DMS incorporates technology available today into a highly efficient Document Management 

System, consisting of many functions and options to depict company processes based on 

documents. To give you as a user the required support – after the introduction and training –

we would like to present you with this handbook, a reference book and help dealing with the 

most commonly used programme functions. 

If you have any suggestions concerning our user handbook or the user interface, we will 

gladly accept them and try to integrate them in the future. 

To do this, please contact our support forum:  

https://sourceforge.net/projects/bitfarm-archiv/forums  

 

Further information in the bitfarm-Archiv Enterprise Edition is available here: 

bitfarm Informationssysteme GmbH 

Spandauer Str. 18 

D-57072 Siegen 

GERMANY 

info@bitfarm-archiv.de

https://sourceforge.net/projects/bitfarm-archiv/forums
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The bitfarm-Archiv Viewer – General information 

The bitfarm-Archiv Viewer is the central application within the bitfarm-Archiv system. It is 

used for managing and editing all archived documents. 

The Viewer offers – depending on access rights – an overview over the archive and its 

structure. At a first glance, the archive structure may look like the Windows file system and 

operating it seem similar; nevertheless the idea behind this structure is a different one. The 

goal is to reduce the number of archives to a minimum, thus facilitating the finding of 

documents and making the necessity of creating and manually searching widely ramified and 

unsystematically generated folder structures obsolete. This also disposes of large numbers of 

document copies filed in various contexts.  

For example, an incoming invoice can be stored in the archive “incoming invoices” without 

further sorting, but can easily be – through automatically or manually filled additional fields 

and links – found in its corresponding contexts according to  

- a project name or number for the administration of the project for which the 

acquisition was done, 

- as well as the purchasing department, which designates its number to a commission 

and can thus check the observance of negotiated terms,  

- and the accountancy for whom the invoice is sorted into various specified accounts.  

The actual storage place is irrelevant. 

In the context of set workflows documents are then submitted to the relevant user(s) for 

processing and annotated with notes and information.  

In the Viewer you can edit the documents in various ways. A document’s source file is also 

readily available without having to click through an extensive number of folders. With a few 

clicks notes and highlighting can be attached to, edited and shown and hidden as required in 

archived documents. 

Furthermore, the viewer offers the possibility to export individual documents or complete 

archives for use outside of the workplace’s network, or to quickly send a file or a link to the 

document in the archive via email. 

Please note: Depending on the access rights granted by the administrator some of the options 

described in this handbook may not be available. 
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The bitfarm-Archiv Viewer – Overview 

1: Hierarchy tree 

2: Search area 

3: List of results 

4: Thumbnails 

5: List of resubmission 

6: Preview 

7: Toolbar 

8: Index-tab document properties 

9: Status buttons 

10: Search history and bookmarks 
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Operating the bitfarm-Archiv Viewer 

1. The login window 

 When launching the Viewers you will get a 

login window where you have to choose a pro-

file and log in with your user name and pass-

word. For safety reasons the password will not 

be shown in plaintext, but encrypted. After ente-

ring the required data you sign in by clicking 

Login. 

You also have the choice of altering settings be-

fore logging in. You can do so by clicking Op-

tions. You will see a drop-down menu, which 

offers you three options: Don’t save password, 

Save password and Reset view to default settings. Choose Save password if you would like 

your password to be stored automatically next time the Viewer is opened. The setting Don’t 

save password requires you to enter your password each time you log on. The first option 

should only be chosen if no unauthorised person has access to your terminal or your terminal 

is secured by further safety precautions! Reset view to default settings is seldom required. It is 

only necessary if there are problems with displaying the Viewer properly. These problems can 

often be solved with this setting. All three actions can be activated by choosing the desired 

setting from the drop-down menu and clicking the green arrow to the right of the menu. 

2. Change password 

The password used to log in to the bitfarm-Archiv 

Viewer for the first time should be changed as 

soon as possible. You can find an option called 

Change my password in the File menu. One click 

opens a window which asks you to enter your old 

password for confirmation; you are then asked to 

enter the new password twice (to avoid problems 

through typing errors since the password will not 

be shown in the form for safety reasons).  

A click on Save stores the new password. 

3. Hierarchy tree (1) 

The Hierarchy tree gives you an overview over the entire archive. Here, every storage space 

(house symbol) and archives (folder symbol) are shown. You can only view archives for 

which you have the corresponding access rights. 
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4. Thumbnail (4) 

With Thumbnail you can skim through the pages of a document with the navigation keys or 

click on the desired page. The chosen page is then shown in a preview. The page you are 

currently on is marked with a green frame.  

For various actions you can highlight multiple pages in Thumbnail. With Ctrl + a you 

highlight all pages, with Ctrl and click you choose individual pages and with Shift and click 

on one page other than the one marked previously you highlight these two pages as well as all 

pages in between. All highlighted pages are marked with a green frame. 

5. Search area (2) 

In this area you can set the criteria for a search. Please use the forms which are offered via the 

index-tabs at the top. 

6. Viewer preview 

The interface of your Viewer can be adapted via the symbols shown in 

the picture. The button on the left allows you to show or hide the 

Hierarchy tree (1), the second from the left does the same for the Thumbnail (4). A click on 

the button in the middle shows the stored search history and bookmarks, the second from the 

right the list of resubmission (5) and via the right hand one you get the export functions (7). 

a. Quick help (tool tips) 

All buttons in bitfarm-Archiv are equipped with so-called tool tips, which are shown by 

holding the cursor over the corresponding button for a few seconds. This gives you  some 

information on the functions of the button. 

b. Detaching Viewer components 

Hierarchy tree, Thumbnail, Search functions and Resub-

mission can be detached by simply dragging them out of 

the Viewer window. By double clicking onto the window 

title bar the windows then jump back to their place of origin in the Viewer. By clicking 

between the areas these can be shown wider or smaller.  

c. Show hidden symbols 

Depending on the preset resolution and the size of your 

Viewer window it is possible that some buttons are not 

shown. A clue as to whether there are further hidden buttons 

you may find a double arrow on the right hand end of the corresponding toolbar. 

To view the invisible buttons simply click on the double arrow and the option become visible 

and can be activated. 
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d. Enlarge, shrink or detach from (part of) toolbar 

By clicking on the spotted edge on the left hand side of the bar you can 

enlarge or shrink it – so that more or less symbols are visible – or drag it to a 

different line or completely detach it, so it becomes an individual window. 

These bars are also put back into their place of origin with a double click. 

7. Search 

Obviously you can simply launch a search through the entire ar-

chive in bitfarm-Archiv. In case you know which storage space or 

which archive folder your document is located in, the obvious 

thing to do is to select this place before launching the search to 

speed it up reduce the number of results. Also, you cannot use the additional fields in the glo-

bal search. Here you would have to use the full text search, which can also search additional 

fields. 

bitfarm-Archiv has various search options available to achieve precisely fitting lists of result. 

The standard search, the full text search and the additional fields search.  

a. Standard search 

The standard search offers the possibility 

of searching for special features of a de-

sired document, resulting in very precise 

results. Naturally, the various search op-

tions can be combined, e.g. all documents 

added on a specific day by a user or docu-

ments with a special link and their current 

status. 

To launch a status search, mark the re-

quired status boxes by clicking the box once (green) for “status set” and twice (red) for “status 

not set”.  

In the example given above these would for example be documents from an archive that have 

been checked, but not approved yet.  

The same method is used to search for the status In process. 
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b. Full text search 

The main function of the Full text search is obviously to 

find a document according to a specific word in their re-

corded full text. But you can further influence the full text 

search by activating the semantic full text search or using 

the stored tags for the document.  

You can have the search words of your full 

text search highlighted in the full text of 

the documents from your results. To do so, 

please click on the index-tab Full text next 

to the document preview and check the box 

mark search words. The used search words 

are then highlighted in colour in the full 

text. 

c. Additional field search 

If additional fields have been set for docu-

ments in an archive, you can launch a search 

within this archive to include the content of 

these boxes. This form of search is very fast 

and has a high success rate especially when 

multiple additional fields have been defined. 

With the help of buttons to the right of each 

additional field you can search for the corres-

ponding negation. By clicking on the corres-

ponding button this turns red. In the picture 

the search would result in listing all emails of 

the specified sender that were not sent to Kodak. 

By putting two inverted commas – one after the other – you can also search for empty 

additional fields. 

By right clicking and choosing the menu item Hide search data the complete entries in the 

additional fields can be shown after searching for word components. 
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d. Search history and bookmarks 

Your previous searches are stored. These can be reviewed by clicking on the button with the 

star in the toolbar. You now see a tree listing global bookmarks, local bookmarks and book-

mark history. Stored bookmarks are also shown and can be opened in the hierarchy tree by 

right clicking on the corresponding archive. 

Each bookmark is called up via double click. You can drag-and-drop them from the history to 

local or global. To rename the bookmark simply click on it to mark it and then click again to 

change its name. 

You can also set a local bookmark by clicking on 

Store search in the menu bookmarks. A dialog box 

then opens where you can give your bookmark a 

name. After clicking OK the new bookmark is listed 

in your local list. 

You can store up to five individual documents as a 

bookmark. To do so, please click on Memorize do-

cument with the desired number in the menu book-

marks, when you have called up the desired docu-

ment. Alternatively, you can remember the docu-

ment with the keystroke combination Ctrl + Shift + 

{1...5} and call it up again with Ctrl + {1...5}. The Vie-

wer remembers memorized documents even after a 

system restart. Via the keystroke combination Ctrl + 

0 you can always call up the previous document 

again. 

e. General search functions 

You can set the maximum number of results you want to achieve for each search you launch. 

In the list of results you will find the newest documents that match your criteria, if the 

maximum number of results is exceeded. 

With the Reset button you can reset all entries in the search window. This deletes all entries 

you made in the standard search, the full text search and the Additional fields search. 

With the blue arrow pointing left you move 

backwards in your search history; with the 

arrow pointing right you move forward (as 

long as you have not reached the end of the 

list). 

The list of results can be sorted according to your requirements. If a search was performed via 

a specific archive the corresponding additional fields will be shown as columns to the right of 

the standard columns. These can be viewed by scrolling right or pulling on the right hand 
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edge of the list so that multiple columns can be viewed at the same time. The columns can be 

resorted by clicking and pulling; a click on the corresponding column head sorts the table 

according to the contents of this column. 

Please note: If documents are not found, the cause is often that the search criteria have not 

been reset before launching a new search. This means the previously used search criteria are 

still active and reduce the number of results! 

Tipp: If you receive many results with a search, you can further restrict the search to get 

more exact results. To do this, combine multiple words or word components and numbers (or 

parts thereof) in the full text search. If necessary, also include other search options, e.g. range 

of dates (coverage date), one or more additional fields or status buttons. 

Example: All invoices of the last four weeks by Ingram that have not yet been booked. 

Tipp: In case you cannot instantly find a document you have recent-

ly entered into the archive, a possible reason is that the bitfarm-Ar-

chiv server is currently indexing a large number of documents and 

the one you are looking for is still in the waiting queue. The current 

status of the waiting queue can be viewed by hovering your mouse 

over the area pictured in the image. 

8. Zooming and "dragging" 

In the preview you can zoom into and out of a document by using the scroll function on the 

mouse wheel. If the button with the magnifying glass - next to "zoom" - is activated, the zoom 

function is automatically activated for the mouse wheel as soon as you move the cursor over 

the document preview. The zoom magnifies that part of the document where your cursor is 

located; this function does not automatically zoom into the middle of the document. By 

clicking your mouse your cursor icon changes into a hand which allows you to smoothly 

move the document page in all directions. 

Since this mode is not automatically activated after making an annotation in the Viewer, you 

will have to reactivate it by clicking onto the arrow symbol in the toolbar. 

9. Annotations (private and public) 

As long as you have the corresponding access rights, you can make public and/or private 

annotations (i.e. all objects such as notes, sketches, etc.) to any document. Private annotations 

are only visible to you, as long as you have not altered any settings (this is done via the Edi-

tor).  

The depiction of annotations on the current document can be controlled via the 

three buttons, shown on the right. The left hand button shows or hides all 

annotations, the middle and right hand button switch between public (middle) 

and private (right) annotations. 
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10. Attaching objects (notes, text marks etc.) in preview 

Most tools for attaching notes to a document are already available in preview. 

(Additional options are available via the document editor.) In preview you can 

make use of your five favourite stamps as well as various pens, text markers, 

notes, lines and text. Also, you can alter or move the form of objects in pre-

view, edit the settings for various tools and directly select text from the docu-

ment via a division-OCR and fill it into the additional fields. 

To mark text in the current document with the text 

marker, please select the text marker tool by activa-

ting the corresponding button. Then click onto the 

document and drag a box around the text you want 

marked (keep the mouse button pressed!).  

When releasing the mouse button the marked area is 

coloured in the set colour of the text marker.  

A note is basically attached to the document in the same way. 

First, select the note tool. Then drag a rectangle - sized accor-

ding to the amount of text you want to put onto it - onto the area. 

When releasing the mouse button the note appears. 

You can then write your desired note by clicking onto the frame and replacing the alternative 

text "new note". 

Lines and pens can be used to underline or mark 

something. Choose the corresponding tool and click 

onto the point of the 

document where you 

want your line/sketch to 

start. The pen draws as 

long as you keep the mouse button pressed. When you let go 

of the line tool you can draw a straight line until your next 

click. To complete the object just double click. 

Text elements can be added to the document with the 

text tool. To do so, choose the text tool and maybe one 

of your preset text favourites. Then - just like with the 

notes - drag a box onto the document and, by double 

clicking into the text, edit it as required. 

The arrow cross which you can find below the arrow symbol in the toolbar allows you 

to move objects, enlarge or shrink them. 
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Do this by clicking onto the object you want to alter to mark it, after 

activating the arrow cross. The object now has a box around it with 

drag points on the sides. These are used to enlarge or shrink the 

object by clicking onto a drag point and dragging it into the desired direction, keeping the 

mouse button pressed. The example shows the object being enlargened or shrunk by clicking 

onto the drag point in the lower right hand corner.  

To move an object click onto the marked object and keep the 

mouse button pressed. The cursor is now a cross and the object 

can be moved to any location on the document. 

To alter the settings of your objects click cog wheels symbol in the toolbar. Details on 

the options window can be found in the paragraph on the document editor. 

The division-OCR allows a fast readout of a document's context in preview and 

transfer to available additional fields. Just drag a frame around the text to be copied 

out, after activating the button in the toolbar. Then right click onto the highlighted area. The 

menu item OCR additional fields in the shown context menu lists all available additional 

fields in the corresponding archive. Here you can choose which box the copied text is moved 

to. The text can also be listed as a tag or moved onto the clipboard. 

11. Menu Graphics 

Some possibilities to alter documents after importing them into the 

archive are collected in the menu Graphics. The alterations can 

always be reversed, if necessary, with the Restore original 

document (menu toolbar) function. 

a. Options for graphic objects 

You have access to the options for objects from the toolbar as well 

as from the menu Graphics so that you can make settings for 

annotations, stamps etc. this way. 

b. Invert colour 

The Invert colour function replaces the colours of your document page with the opposite of 

the colour spectrum. You thus receive a negative of the original version. 

c. Straighten page 

Especially when using Autoscan, one or more pages of a document may be imported askew. 

To straighten these, please make use of the Straighten page function. 
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d. Remove single points 

If you got irritating dots on your document from scanning, you 

can remove these by clicking the button Remove single points in 

the menu Graphics. From the drop-down menu you can choose 

what size dots you would like to have removed. 

 

e. Remove edges 

Remove edges cuts off white edges from all directions of a document page up to the first black 

dots or areas. 

f. Turn page 

You can turn document pages to the left or right or by 180° - a function often used for 

unsorted document stacks or vertically scanned documents in landscape mode. 

g. Use stamps 

By clicking the standard Stamp tool in the menu Graphics, a 

window opens where you can choose your required stamp from a 

list, mark it with a click and activate it by clicking OK.  

After choosing your stamp, place it onto your document by 

clicking onto the desired place in preview. 

12. Menu Tools 

The menu Tools collects various functions, just like the menu 

Graphics. But here you will find processes affecting the entire 

document and not page-specific and graphical actions. 

a. Restore original document 

The function Restore original document allows you to revoke 

alterations such as Remove single points or Invert on a page. 

Annotations are retained with this process, unless you confirm 

the following query as to whether you want to remove public 

annotations as well. 
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b. Document editor 

This menu item opens the Document editor which gives you an even greater choice of editing 

tools than the Preview. 

c. Refresh document 

If you received a faulty or no full text for a document, this function allows you to resubmit the 

document to the waiting queue for optical character recognition a second time in order to 

receive a processable full text. 

Also, in case the additional fields were not automatically filled and the cause has been 

removed server-sided in the meantime, this can be made up for at a later date with this tool. 

Please note: Not always can this function generate a full text. If a TIF-file cannot be created 

from the document due to a non-supported file format, an optical character recognition is not 

possible. Also, low-quality scans can also be the cause for a faulty or no full text. If in doubt, 

please refer to your administrator. 

d. Create blank document 

This function creates a new document with a white, empty page. This can be used e.g. to file 

notes - separately from any document - in the archive. 

e. Duplicate document 

You can generate a duplicate of your document. In case an original document exists, this is 

also copied. Annotations are not copied! 
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f. Manuscan V3 

Manuscan can be accessed directly through the Viewer when this option is activated. 

g. Export selection 

The data from documents, which you selected in the list of results, can be stored as CSV-, 

Excel- or OpenOffice-files. The documents will then appear in the table with the deposited 

data, if their depiction is possible in the corresponding selection. (Content of additional fields 

cannot be displayed after an archive-spanning search, since the archives usually have different 

additional fields.) 

h. Filter bar for rsbm  

To retrieve specific resubmissions faster they can be searched for via the filter bar. This 

function shows a command line above the resubmission list in which you can enter the term 

searched for and activating the filter with Enter. 

Please note: Please enter the exact and complete term to receive a result! A search for word 

components is not possible. 

i. Cancel document selection 

If you have collected documents to store locally or send them via email, you can cancel the 

selection with this function in case you do not yet want to implement the planned action. Only 

then can you make a new selection. 

j. Delete NAP documents 

This function is only active, if you have the right to delete documents in the corresponding 

archive. Deleting is only possible for non-audit-proof (NAP) documents. 

13. Print 

To print the current document, just click the corresponding but-

ton in the toolbar. You can also directly choose the printer to be 

used and have the document printed on your standard printer. 

This also works when opening the drop-down menu and choo-

sing standard document printer. 

Furthermore, you can choose another printer instead of the standard printer via Print with 

printer selection and with Print with preview you can make further settings to the print image. 
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14. Send documents and store/use outside of bitfarm-Archiv 

To externally store or send a document or the corresponding 

original file, right click on to the preview of the document or 

choose the desired dispatch type from the storage options in the 

toolbar. In the context menu you will be given various choices 

to either store the document as a TIF or PDF or sending it as an 

attachment via email. 

The toolbar option Store document as PDF-file (or TIF-file) allows you to compile one file 

from multiple collected documents. 

The option Send document gives you 

the possibility to either send the 

shown document as an original file as 

an attachment to your email, or to 

send it as a PDF- or TIF-format at-

tachment (depending on the specific 

settings of your bitfarm-Archiv instal-

lation) or a DocLink (a link via which the document can be accessed from within the system) 

via email.  

Please note: A link can obviously only be opened by recipients with access rights to the cor-

responding archive!  

In this case you will get a dialog box - not an email - which gives you a choice of recipients 

from a list of stored users or the option of entering another email address. Furthermore, you 

can attach a short message. The email is then - after confirming it with a click on Send - 

automatically generated and sent. 

Mark for e-mail transmission as a TIF/PDF and Mark original file for e-mail transmission 

can be implemented for multiple documents in the context menu in preview. When you then 

click onto the option Send collected documents an email is automatically generated in your 

email programme with the reserved files in the attachment.  
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Via Save document locally, Save document locally as TIF and Save document locally as PDF 

you can store a local copy of the document in its original format or in one of the mentioned 

formats in a storage space of your choice. You will get a dialog box after choosing one of 

these options where you can choose the desired folder. If you do not want to choose the 

storage space manually each time you can choose a standard folder via View  Options  tab 

General in which the documents are then always stored via this function.  

15. Move documents within the archive 

Documents can be moved from one archive to another via 

drag-and-drop in the Viewer. Simply click and hold the docu-

ment to be moved with the mouse and drag it into the desired 

archive in the hierarchy tree (multiple documents: select with 

Shift or Ctrl + click/drag with Ctrl). Moving only works when 

you have the corresponding rights. If you are having problems 

here, please contact your administrator. 

Documents cannot be moved when they have the status In process! By clicking on the status 

field In process twice you can see which user is currently working on the document.  

Please note: Data from additional fields are only retained during moving, if an identically 

named additional fields also exists in the target archive. 

16. Rename documents 

Right click on the preview of the document to be 

renamed. It is irrelevant whether you click on 

the document preview or the document in the list 

of results. Then choose Change document title 

from the context menu. A window will open in 

which you are asked to enter the document's new 

name. Then click OK. 

You now see the new title in the list of results. 

Also, the terms used have been stored as tags for 

this document. 

Document names are one possibility to make 

the list of results from a search more clear and 

sort them better. If you searched in an archive, 

you can also have the additional fields of the 

corresponding archive shown as sorting co-

lumns.  

This is not possible for global searches via a storage space or search via link. 
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17. Status 

Above the preview of your document you can see various coloured switches. These give you 

information about your document and also offer you the possibility to edit the document or its 

properties - for instance, during a workflow. 

a. Standard status boxes 

Four status boxes are available for each document in your archive by default: links, original 

file, in process and checked out. 

The meaning of colours and the operation of the switches: 

The yellow colour of the switch links tells you that links are available. If this is not the case, 

the box would be olive. By clicking onto the switch all available links are shown and a click 

on the desired link opens all documents linked to it.  

If the switch original file is blue, this means that the document does not only have an archived 

TIF but also an original file. By clicking this switch you can open and edit the original 

document. 

A light green switch In process means that the document is currently in process by a user. If 

this is set by a workflow and has not been set manually by either you or another user, there is 

nothing you can do to change the status unless you are in charge. In this case, two clicks on 

the switch will show you who is currently responsible for the editing. By the way, it is 

possible to search for the status In process the same as it is for the other status. 

A checked out document cannot be edited by another user – not even 

as an original file – as long as it has this status; only by the user who 

checked it out. If the document is checked out, can be seen when the 

status button is red instead of brown.  

b. Individual status boxes 

In addition to the usual status boxes it is possible for 

the administrators to set special status boxes for each 

archive. These can be used in workflows as well as for information spreading about a 

document. In the example given you can see that checking and release have taken place, 

whereas the following booking and payment are still open. When the boxes are linked to a 

workflow, the corresponding document has now been resubmitted to the person responsible 

for booking. This status should now be changed by this user. Also, the document has the 

status In process, which will change as soon as the workflow is completed. 

18. Audit-proof storing 

A document cannot be altered once it has been stored audit-proof. The original file may still 

be opened, but has to be restored as a new file after being edited. 
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On the left hand side above the preview of a document 

there is always a padlock. If this lock is grey, the document 

is not stored audit-proof.  

If the lock is golden, the document has irrevocably been 

stored audit-proof. A non-audit-proof document can be stored audit-proof by clicking onto 

the lock in the toolbar. 

19. Merge documents 

To merge two or more documents into one they must (all) have the same audit-proof status. 

Thus, only document can be connected that are either all audit-proof or non-audit-proof. 

Furthermore, no documents can be connected, if they have corresponding original files. 

Mark the documents to be connected in the list of results and 

right click on one of the marked documents. Choose the op-

tion Merge documents from the context menu. 

You will now see a note that all private annotations will be lost by connecting the documents. 

If you do not want this to happen, you can still abort the process by clicking No.  

After confirming, a window will open which allows you to choose the order of the pages for 

the new document by moving the pages around with the mouse. Also, you can rename your 

document here.  

When you have finished with making your setting you complete the process by clicking 

Merge. The documents have now been connected into one file, which is shown in the list of 

results. If the original documents were stored audit-proof, a new document is created; if this is 

not the case, the first of the documents will be overwritten with a new one. 
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20. Show document 

By right clicking on the preview of a document you can copy its DocID or the DocLink onto 

your clipboard. The content of the clipboard can be pasted into almost any application.  

a. Using DocLink in HTML-supported applications 

When copying the DocLink into e.g. a Word document or an email, the 

title of the document is shown as in the picture. By clicking Ctrl + 

click the document can be directly accessed in the Viewer as long as 

you have the rights to access the corresponding archive. 

b. Via the Main menu 

To directly access a specific document whose 

GDocID or DocID is known to you, open the in-

put window or Run as from the Main menu and 

enter "(g)docid:" as well as the corresponding 

ID (here "8260") as a parameter. A click on En-

ter will call up the Viewer and show the desired 

document.  

21. Subsequent filling of additional fields 

To subsequently fill the additional fields of 

a document, choose the corresponding do-

cument and click on the index-tab additio-

nal fields. Here you can then alter or add to 

the content of the boxes. A final click on 

Store stores the content of the additional 

fields to this document in the database.  

22. Go to source archive 

Occasionally, especially when wanting to view the additional fields contents of a document, it 

is necessary - after an archive-spanning search - to go to the source archive of a document 

without having to re-search for the document 

afterwards. This option can be found by right 

clicking in the context menu or simply pres-

sing Ctrl + u. 

Please note: The other documents from the list of results of the previous search will not be 

shown again after this command! 
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23. Subsequent tagging 

To edit the tags to a docu-

ment, click on the button in 

the toolbar shown on the left.  

This opens a window showing the tags for 

each document and the available options. 

Here you can add further tags, change 

them or deleted them. "Delete empty en-

tries" in the picture on the right for in-

stance deletes the blank line below "user 

handbook". 

Adding tags is even simpler: just type the 

tag you want to add to the document into the 

search options while the document is shown 

and then click on the button to the right of 

the text box. This adds the tag and links it to 

the document. 

24. Working with links 

a. Create new link 

The possibly easiest way 

to create a new link is to 

right click onto the do-

cument (no matter whe-

ther in the preview or the 

list of results) and choose Create new link from Link tasks. 

You can then give the link a title in the dialog box that will open and click on OK to save. 

You can also create a link via the toolbar. Simply click onto the symbol shown on 

the right, while the document is marked. The dialog box will then open to name 

the link. 

Mark multiple documents with Shift or Ctrl, if you would like to create a new link for these 

simultaneously. 
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b. Add document to most recent link 

To add a document to a link you just created, right click onto the document and 

choose Add selection to most recent link from the menu under Link tasks. The 

same process can be made via the button in the toolbar.  

c. Save document for link and create link 

To add a document to an existing link, you can Save for link by right clicking onto it and then 

right clicking onto a document which already has the desired link under Preview and choosing 

the option Add saved document [DocID] to link and linking it to the corresponding link.  

d. Automatic links 

Automatic links are crea-

ted the same way as new 

links. First choose Create 

automatic links after 

right clicking onto the 

document and for further 

documents Attach document to automatic link. This automatically chooses the most recently 

used/created automatic link. An automatic link's title is made up of the name autolink, fol-

lowed by the date and time of its creation. 

You can then use automatic links in the same way as any link. 

e. View existing link 

If links exist for a document can be seen at a glance by 

checking the status box links. If the box is marked yellow, 

links exist. By holding the cursor over the panel you can 

see how many links are linked to the document.  

By clicking onto the panel, you will see a list of all links to this 

document by name, so that you can choose one of them to re-

ceive a list of all documents connected via this link. The linked 

documents can be accessed via the panel in the Link menu. 
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The links which have been created for a document and the user who 

created them can be viewed by clicking links at the right hand edge of 

the Viewer window, next to the preview of your document. A list will 

appear showing all links that exist for this document. 

With the help of the button Display linked docu-

ments below the list of links you can now also ac-

cess the documents linked to the currently marked 

link. 

f. Delete links 

To remove a link from a document or completely delete it, choose the one you would like to 

remove and click on – depending on your intended action – Remove individual document from 

link (the link is retained but the current document is no longer connected to it) or Delete 

complete link (the link is completely removed, all documents linked through it lose this link) 

below the link list. 

25. Edit original files 

Original files of documents which have not been stored audit-proof can be edited without 

problems. 

Original files of documents which have been stored audit-proof cannot be altered. You can 

still open them – but saving under the same file name is not possible. The document needs to 

be re-archived if it has been altered.  

26. Resubmission functions 

a. Open resubmission 

You can control the workflow of your documents with the help of the resubmission 

function. You can have the documents for resubmission shown by clicking the 

button shown on the right (the red marking in this case shows that a document has been newly 

added to resubmission – otherwise the icon would be white). 

You will then see a list below the preview showing all documents in resubmission. Here you 

can alter appointed times, case workers or content of the Information boxes. (Save!) The task 

can also be delegated to individual case workers as well as groups. The option Return after 

conclusion in the checkbox in the next line returns the document to you after another user has 

completed editing it.  
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Via "View"–"Options"–"Rsbm.-Del.-pref." you can set resubmission options which you use 

often; settings for resubmissions to those users you most often delegate documents with the 

same instructions to. This way, you can simply forward documents from your resubmission 

list with a simple click on the button (to the right above the rsbm-list). 

Tipp: By clicking into the column head you can sort the resubmission list - depending on 

your criteria - ascending/descending. 

Documents highlighted in yellow currently have the status In process. Those highlighted in 

red mark documents whose processing time frame has expired.  

By clicking onto a document in the list you activate the toolbar above the list where you can 

change its status. For the new document in your workflow this status is set to open by default. 

Choose In process and the document will change to yellow in the list, completed/continue 

workflow will delete the document from your resubmission list and forward it to the next 

station of its workflow, Abort will cancel the workflow and also deletes the document from the 

list.  

Please note: The option Abort workflow is only available to you if you have been granted the 

corresponding rights to cancel the workflow for documents in the archive in question! 

The panel to the upper left hand side allows you to switch between your own and the dele-

gated resubmission. A click on CW shows you the resubmissions of the current calendar 

week. The arrow keys allow you to move forward and backward between the calendar weeks. 

The title bar of the resubmission window shows you which calendar week is currently shown.  

Click on deleg. rsbm. 

(delegated resubmis-

sion) to see a list of do-

cuments given to other 

bitfarm-users for pro-

cessing. 
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Apart from yellow and red highlighted documents there are also documents highlighted in 

green. These are resubmissions which you delegated and have been marked as completed by 

the case worker in charge. This allows you to keep tabs on the status of those documents you 

have given to other users for processing in the context of a workflow. 

It may happen that you will see an entry among your resubmissions which you did not 

delegate yourself. In this case, the administrator may have put you down as a controller for an 

automatic workflow. These workflows are then also listed in your delegated resubmissions. 

You can also see three tray icons which offer you further viewing options. The blue tray will 

show you all documents that have not yet been processed, in your own resubmissions as well 

as those which you delegated; the red tray contains all documents which are currently in 

process and the green tray all those documents that have been processed and have been 

marked as completed. 

Please note: Aborting a workflow is again only possible if you have the corresponding rights 

in the archive in question. 

A click on the right panel with the cross deletes all documents whose status is "completed" 

from your list, your own resubmissions as well as those you delegated. 

Documents can also be forwarded or delegated to other users and - if desired - returned after 

completion in the list of delegated resubmissions. 

b. Create resubmission 

 To generate a resubmission for a document, do a right click onto the document. You will get 

a dialog box where you can select your settings for editing the document and, if applicable, 

leave a note for the recipient(s). 

You can set (with delegated resubmissions) whether you want the document returned to you 

after completion and whether, if necessary, you want a reminder sent. 
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Furthermore, you can set the resubmission date as well as the date for the reminder and decide 

whether the document be resubmitted to only one person for editing or to a whole group. 

When forwarding to a group, you can also choose to have it edited by every single member of 

the group (each individual) or if completion by one member of the group (one for all) will 

suffice.  

Please note: Complex, cascading workflows with multiple stations/subsequent steps can only 

be set by the administrator. 

c. Show resubmission for document 

If the panel shown to the right is activated on a document currently in process, the 

document is in your resubmission. By clicking the button the resubmission 

window is opened and the corresponding entry can be seen and edited. 

27. History 

By clicking the button History on the right hand edge of the preview, all completed actions 

that have been done to the respective document are listed with time, date and the user who 

made the alterations or additions. A click on the column head allows for an 

ascending/descending sorting of the entries.  
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28. Viewer options 

You can choose various settings for the display and function of your Viewers via the menu 

View under Options. 

a. Index-tab "General" 

The index-tab General sets your Viewer to comply with your working habits to the best de-

gree.  

Standard location for saving allows you to choose a folder in which the documents are then 

automatically stored via the Save locally function, unless you would like to choose an indivi-

dual storage space outside of the Viewer manually every time you store a document. 

Here you can also set the Autozoom Modus and the preferred printer. Remove the tick next to 

Use Windows standard printer (right hand column, under surface design) to activate the menu 

which allows you to set an alternative printer as standard printer for prints from the Viewer 

without special printer selection. This maybe sensible if - for example - the archive printer is 

the standard printer. You will probably rarely want to print from the archive back into the 

archive. To not always have to work with the Printer selection, simply change the standard 

printer here. 

The Quick help (tool tips) can also be shown as a larger speech bubble, if desired. This is 

done via Show Quick help as balloon. If a tick is set next to the option Show number of links 

in tool tips, the number of links to a document is shown in the balloons, which pop up when a 

document is opened. It also gives information on further links and notes. 

If you check Wait for enter key to switch to another page, the viewer will not load the page 

that you want to retrieve, until you press enter. 
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Automatically switch to preview shows you the preview when clicking on a new document, 

even if the full text or the history was shown in the last document. 

Usually the preview or editor zooms into the picture when you scroll back on the mouse 

wheel. If you prefer the opposite effect, you can change the setting via Reverse mouse wheel 

zoom direction. 

If you are having trouble opening original documents, the function Activate alternative start 

method for original files could help. 

You can log into the Viewer automatically by using the Windows integrated authentication. 

In this case the login window is no longer shown. When this option is activated and the 

Viewer is open, another user can log in via New user login in the File menu.  

With a tick next to Do not show login window during launch you will directly open the 

Viewer window after launching it, as long as you have stored your password or the login is 

done via Windows integrated authentication. 

You can set the standard email dispatch by choosing whether to send files always as an 

attachment or as a link from the drop-down menu. In the basic settings you will always be 

asked when selecting Send file via email. Sending as a link should only be set as standard, if 

you seldom send documents to recipients with no or restricted access rights to the bitfarm-

Archiv.  

Standard cleaning regulates the settings for removing dots. Usually you will be asked if you 

only want to remove small dots or also large dots when clicking the button Remove dots. If 

you have set a standard here, you will not be asked and the chosen method will be used. 

You can also alter the settings for the surface design of your Viewers here. Try it out and see 

which design you like most. 

With Synchronise time with a local computer can be chosen whose computer time is then 

taken over in the Viewer. 

If the document has been saved as a PDF from within the archive, Store as PDF with full text 

stores the full text in the PDF document under the tags. 

If the function Send document is chosen, a check next to Document dispatch as Adobe PDF 

allows attaching said file to the email as a PDF. 

If you are using Outlook to send emails, you can activate Use Outlook OLE instead of MAPI 

during email dispatch. This has the advantage that you can continue working in the Viewer 

when the email has not yet been sent.  

If the content of notes should be available for a tag search, put a tick next to Transfer note 

contents in tags. Via Transfer note contents in full text the content of newly created notes is 

always transferred to the full text, so that it is also searched. 
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Add with comma in case of OCR values adds to the additional fields values created by the 

direct OCR and does not override values that possibly already exist in the same additional 

fields. 

Furthermore, a Hotkey for OCR can now be deposited to activate via keyboard. 

b. Resubmission 

 The settings for your resubmission can be altered via the index-tab resubmission.  

Putting a tick next to Check for documents in resubmission during launch will open the 

resubmission area each time the Viewer is opened and shows you all document currently in 

your resubmission. 

Show button for viewing all resubmissions activates the button that allows you to see all the 

resubmissions which are due in the future. The default view only shows those resubmissions 

which have not yet been completed up to the current calendar week.  

Periodically check resubmission for new documents checks your resubmissions according to 

the time interval chosen from the drop-down menu and informs you as soon as new 

documents are available in your resubmission. 

A tick next to Return after completion will return a document which you have delegated to 

another person to your own resubmission after completion. Send reminder will inform the 

corresponding case worker on time that a document is waiting to be processed in his 

resubmission.  
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Please note: The latter function is not available with all installations by default. Information 

about your type of installation can be found with your administrator. 

Resubmission processes repeatedly delegated to the same person or group can be set as a 

bookmark (quick distribution icon). These quick distribution icons will be shown in the 

toolbar and can be implemented with a single click. 

c. Search 

 The area Search allows you to save your preferred search options as default settings. 

Use semantic full text search activates the semantic full text search as a default. 

The function Extend full text search to tags will also search your tag lists, which allows you to 

also find documents whose full text does not include the term searched for but which plays an 

important role in conjunction with the document. 

If the tick next to Fill additional fields with document values is removed, the additional fields 

values of documents will not be shown to you; the form will only be used for searching. 

If you only want to have documents in your list of results which are currently in process, then 

place a tick in the box Only list documents in process. 

If you do not want to start a search when choosing an archive, then you can place a tick with 

automatically show the 50 most recent documents in archive, which will give you an 

appropriate list. 

Right at the bottom you can adjust the standard settings for maximum number of results.  
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d. Preferences 

On the index-tab Preferences you can set which archives are to be shown when clicking on 

the preferred archives in the toolbar. 

For this, first choose the corresponding storage space to have the corresponding archives 

shown. In the drop-down menus under Search form you can also choose which Search form is 

to be opened foremost when opening the bookmark. There is also the possibility to only show 

documents in process by ticking the check box under the corresponding Preference. 

Your Preferences will then be displayed as coloured clipboard in the toolbar. 

e. Customize 

Via the index-tab Customize you can choose which toolbars are shown in the Viewer and hide 

those you do not require. 
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Document editor 

You can edit your documents in the Document editor more extensively than in the preview. 

The Document editor is called up by clicking on Edit document in the menu Tools, selecting 

this function by right clicking or simply double clicking on the document. 

1. Additional objects and editing options 

In addition to the annotations available in the preview you have further options and functions 

at your disposal here. These objects can be used in the same way, but can now be edited more 

extensively.  

a. Selection function 

By clicking the Select button (cp. picture) and then the desired object this will be 

highlighted. The object can then be edited; changes to its size, the shape and position 

can be done with a few mouse clicks. The use of buttons in the toolbar will now also 

affect this object. The object can now also be deleted by clicking Delete objects (red 

cross) or using the Del key. 

By right clicking on a selected object you can open a context menu which gives you various 

editing options. Properties opens the properties window where you can alter the formatting. 

Annotation info gives information on size and position of the object. Text in tags transfers the 

object's text content to the tag list, Add text to additional fields opens another context menu 

with a selection of additional fields available in this archive, so that object contents can be 

quickly imported to one of the additional fields. The 

function Text in full text attaches the object content to the 

end of the full text (remember to cache when using multiple 

objects otherwise the previously imported text will be 

overwritten!). Edit layer by user ... allows you to view and 

alter objects from the private layers of another user - of 

course only if the user has granted you permission to do so. 

This is done via the option Share layer with user ... 
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b. Additional objects 

The following picture shows the objects available in addition to the ones known from the 

Viewer preview. 

Rectangle, polygon and ellipse are inserted - just like the notes and text - by clicking and 

pulling them to the required size. 

Using the objects description and arrow works similarly. You click on any place of your 

document and drag a line from there to your desired endpoint. The note is added to the 

endpoint of the description; the arrow head's position (or positions) can be selected in the 

properties window. 

To Measure length keep the mouse button pressed after the first click and pull the cursor to 

point up to which you would like to measure the length. The length of the distance is then 

shown next to or below the line. 

With Angle you first draw a line and then another starting from the endpoint of the first (the 

mouse button need not be pressed the whole time; a brief click at each end- or corner point 

will suffice to mark them). The angle is measured counter-clockwise. 

A click on Image opens a dialog box where you can select the desired image. Another click 

places the image onto the document (the cursor position marks the top left hand corner of the 

image). 
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c. Sort objects 

If object borders overlap, newer objects will normally be placed over older ones. The button 

Move annotation into foreground or Move annotation into background the display of objects 

can be edited. The action will be implemented for the currently marked object. 

d. Change page 

The arrow keys allow you to move forwards and backwards in multi-paged documents in the 

editor. You can move to the first or last page as well as from one page to the next and back. 

The current page number is displayed next to the buttons. 

By entering the page number you can skip to the desired page without using the arrow keys. 

e. User level 

Like in the Viewer you here have multiple levels for Annotations. In the standard display you 

can see the Public Layer. You can switch to your Private Layer and create annotations here, 

which other users can only see when they have been granted permission. The button User 

Layer gives access to the layers of other users as long as they have granted access to their 

private layers. 

By right clicking onto a document in the Document 

editor you will open a context menu. 

If you choose Share with user ... here, you will open a 

selection window. 

As you can see, you can share your 

private layer with other users for 

reading and/or writing and also send 

it to the user for resubmission. 

The other user can then open this layer by clicking User 

Layer or Edit layer by user ... in the menu shown above. 

Then a list of shared layers is shown in which the user, 

whose private notes you want to view or edit, can be 

selected from the list of users who have granted access to 

their private layer. 
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2. Options 

a. Change object properties 

You can alter the basic settings for Annotations via Extras, Options. This is then also effective 

for the objects used in preview. 

Choose the object type that you want to alter from the lower row of index-tabs. You can use 

the two arrows in the top right hand corner to move in the row of tabs to view further 

annotation types. You can cache the changes made by clicking Accept; you save by clicking 

OK and close the window. 

You can select up to 5 default preferences each for Notes, Text, Text marker and Freehand 

line. You choose the number of the preferences you want to edit from the drop-down menu in 

the lower right hand corner.  

Objects in which text can be edited can now adjust their size to the written text while you are 

writing. Below the text box you can choose whether you want your object to "grow upward" 

or "grow sideways". 

The Tab key allows you to navigate through the boxes of the form. If an index-tab is 

activated, you can quickly skip through the tabs with the Cursor keys. 
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b. Create and alter stamps 

Especially for creating new stamps, choose the top index-tab Stamp. In this display you can 

click on New to open an empty form where you can enter a meaningful name for the new 

stamp. 

This stamp is then given the property Text stamp or Image stamp.  

If you choose Text stamp, you can enter your 

text in the box Stamp text and format it via the 

button named T. In the text box you can also 

use variables for date (%D), time (%Z) and 

user (%U). When using this stamp, the actual 

date, actual time and/or the user logged into 

the Viewer will be used instead of the vari-

ables. 

If you choose Image stamp, the text box is greyed out. The button next to Stamp image opens 

a selection menu to search for the desired image. This is then shown in the box underneath. 

To make a stamp available as a preference in the Viewer, you can set your stamp to one of 

five possible preferences with pref. number. Additionally, you can set the image stamp's 

width and height. 

To edit a stamp template the stamp in question can be selected from the box Available stamps 

and then edited, the same way as with creating them. 
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Please note: Please remember to save your settings by clicking the button Save! Alterations 

are not automatically saved when switching between stamps or clicking Accept! 

3. Keyboard commands in text objects 

Various links are available for editing in text objects (Notes, text boxes, stamps) with the help 

of which the task is made much faster or easier. You will find a list with link keys and their 

functions below. 

Centre text  Ctrl + e Text left-aligned Ctrl + l 

Text right-aligned Ctrl + r Justification Ctrl + j 

Open font option Ctrl + f Set italics for marked text Ctrl + i 

Set bold type for marked text Ctrl + b Underscore marked text Ctrl + u 

Set other background colour 

for marked text 
Ctrl + g   

4. Customize user interface 

You can detach or hide toolbars in the editor, similar to 

the Viewer. Detaching is done by simply "clicking" and 

"dragging" with the mouse. As soon as you have 

detached the toolbar from its designated area it becomes a 

free-floating window which can also be dropped next to 

the document editor. You can also fix it to the right or 

left hand edge instead of above the document display. 

This way, for example, you will get more space to view 

your document in, if it is vertical format. 

You can hide individual toolbars by clicking on "View" 

in the main menu and choosing the desired toolbar in the 

menu Toolbars. You can have it shown again via the 

same route. 
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The bitfarm-Archiv Viewer – Controls 

5. Toolbar elements 

 Shows/hides the hierarchy tree   Shows/hides thumbnail 

 
Shows/hides  the search 

bookmarks  Shows/hides resubmission list 

 

Saves document locally (options 

as drop-down menu)  

Send the document via email 

(options as drop-down menu) 

 

Prints document (options as 

drop-down menu)  

Turns the current document page 

counter-clockwise 

 

Turns current document page by 

180°  

Turns the current document page 

clockwise 

 

Calls up resubmission entry for 

current document (for authorized 

user) 
 

Allows editing tags 

 

Creates new link for marked 

document (automatic link)  

Creates new link for marked 

document (dialog box for naming) 

 

Links marked documents to link 

used last  

Shows all documents linked to 

current document 

 Stores document audit-proof 

 
Shows current page number out of total; 

allows navigation forward/backward and 

immediate entering of desired page number 

 
Activates the mouse wheel 

zoom, if cursor is over preview  

Shows current preview size and 

allows changing it (drop-down 

menu) 

 

Shows current auto-zoom modus 

and offers selection options 

(drop-down menu) 
 

Shows/hides annotations to 

document 

 Shows/hides public annotations  Shows/hides private annotations 
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 Shows/hides stored letter head  

Gives direct access to five possible 

archive preferences defined by the 

user 

 Shows current storage space 

 
Shows current archive 

 

Configurable quick 

distribution icons under 

Options 
 

Shows available links and 

allows accessing linked 

documents 

 
Shows available original files 

and allows access to them  

Shows whether document 

is currently in process and 

allows altering its status 

 
Go to last search 

 
Go to next search 

 

Set maximum number of 

results  
Start search 

 

Stops the search; resets 

search settings 
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6. Annotations toolbar and additional functions in the editor 

 
Tools for zooming into and 

moving documents  

Activates arrow cross for 

enlargening/shrinking and 

moving 

 

Puts chosen stamps 

(preferences) at your 

disposal 
 

Put differently coloured 

pens at your disposal 

(drop-down menu) 

 

Puts differently coloured text 

markers at your disposal 

(drop-down menu) 
 

Puts differently coloured 

notes at your disposal 

(drop-down menu) 

 Activates line tool 
 

Activates to text tool; 

offers selection of text 

preferences 

 

Opens selection window for 

available stamps  
Allows editing graphic 

options 

 Saves latest alterations 
 

Save document locally 

 
Shows/hides the note toolbar  

 
Straighten current page 

 

Removes edges from current 

page  

Removes unnecessary dots 

(options as drop-down 

menu) 

 

Open selection window of 

available private layers by 

multiple users 
 

Activate the marking 

function for annotations 

 
Set description 

 
Draw polygon 

 
Draw ellipse 

 
Draw rectangle 

 
Draw arrow 

 
Insert image 
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Measure length 

 
Measure angle 

 
Annotation into foreground 

 
Annotation into background 

 
Show object properties 

 
Show object information 

 
Delete objects 

 
Show first page 

 
Back one page 

 
Forward one page 

 
Show last page   

  
Shows current page number out of total; allows immediate 

entering of desired page number 

 

 


